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CRAZY JOY
Finding Wild Happiness in a World That is Upside Down
Mary K. Backstrom
Bestselling author Mary Katherine Backstrom helps readers find radical happiness in a
world full of constant comparison.
When I get my dream job, I’ll finally be happy. When I get married all of my problems will go away. Once I move out of this town I won’t
have to deal with this drama. Does this sound familiar? When you get what you dreamed of having, the goal posts are always going to
move.
Mary Katherine is here to tell you that life isn’t about getting to a fixed landing point. We spend so much time looking ahead that we forget
about the messy middle that got us to where we are and dismiss it as anything less than meaningful. But this messy middle is where we live
our life!
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If you want to find joy, you have to settle in deep, accept that there is no destination where happiness exists. You must claim it, every day,
when the rest of the world is chasing rabbits. You may look crazy, and that’s okay. Anything that is counter-cultural is considered “crazy”.
What if society has collectively missed the point and are all stuck on the perpetual hamster wheel of wanting more and winning the
comparison Olympics? What would it look like to step off the wheel and ask yourself each day: Where is joy truly found? And how can I
claim it over my body, mind, and soul? Happiness is a feeling, but joy? It’s deeper than that. It’s a choice.
Mary Katherine Backstrom is best known for her viral videos and candid writing on family, faith, and mental illness. She has been
featured on Today Show, CNN, and New York Times—but her friends and family are most impressed with her one-time appearance on
Ellen. MK resides in Alabama with her husband, children, two dogs, and a cat. When she isn’t writing, MK is active in her church, her
community, and her favorite Mexican restaurant.

CAN I TRUST YOU?
Henry Cloud

Cover Not Yet Available

Dr. Henry Cloud, co-author of the multi-million copy bestseller Boundaries, delivers a
masterwork on the anatomy of trust—why nothing happens without it, how to earn it,
how to repair it, and how to tell when you should, and shouldn’t, give it.
Trust is the fuel for all of life. Nothing in life works without it. We are wired biologically, neurologically, emotionally, spiritually, and
psychologically to trust. Trust is the currency that drives every relationship, from the bond between the infant and his mother, to the drivers
of the world economy, to the alliances and enmities geopolitics. It is tempting to think that trust is simple, that we ought to be able to spot a
lack of trustworthiness relatively easily. But then, we all have our stories where we misplaced trust. We either missed clear or subtle
warning signs and went ahead when we shouldn’t have….or worse….there just were not any warning signs to see.
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And that is one of the goals of this book: to equip you to know how to “read between the lines” of what someone is saying or trying to sell
you or promise you, to be able to see what is really trustworthy in a person and what is not. And, hopefully we will even be able to go past
that and learn some other important skills:
• Know what attitudes, practices and behaviors we need to exhibit for others to be able to trust us
• Know the absolute value of trust in every aspect of life and begin to value it and put it before everything else we do in our endeavors to
be successful in love and life
• Determine how to decide who is trustworthy and who is not
• Know how to handle situations where someone has betrayed your trust
• Know how to repair trust when it has been violated and broken
• Know when to NOT trust again
• Know the difference between “trust” and “forgiveness”
• Know how to have your business or organization be one that invites trust by your customers or stakeholders
• Know how to protect yourself in the process of rebuilding trust when it has been broken
Dr. Henry Cloud is an acclaimed leadership expert, clinical psychologist and New York Times bestselling author. His 45 books, including
the iconic Boundaries, have sold nearly 20 million copies worldwide. He has an extensive executive coaching background and experience
as a leadership consultant, devoting the majority of his time working with CEOs, leadership teams, and executives to improve
performance, leadership skills and culture.

WHO ARE YOU & WHAT HAVE YOU DONE WITH
MY KID?
Connect With Your Tween While They Are Still Listening

Amanda Craig PhD, LMFT

So you have a Tween! What now? Dr. Amanda Craig knows what it’s like to
watch your child go from sweet elementary student to moody tween in the span
of just a few years and she’s here to help navigate you through it.
•How do we keep our kids close while cultivating the confidence they’ll need to grow up? How do we navigate the inevitable
dips, divides, and potholes? Where do we find the strength, self-awareness, and wisdom that amount to a path forward?
Despite the parenting opportunities in the tween years, we often spend time focused on academics and the social concerns of
elementary school then quickly pivot to worries about safety, drugs, sex and the rebellious behavioral issues of the teen years. We
think we’re connecting but we’re not. We miss the neurological explosion that is taking place before us as tweens experience four
significant changes that shake them (and us) to their core. Their brains are changing.
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•They feel and experience emotions they do not recognize.
•They’re hyperaware of themselves.
•They do not know how to express themselves.
Most importantly, parents still have a “seat at the table” to make positive impressions on their tweens as they prepare them for the
teenage years.
Amanda Craig, PhD, LMFT has been a family therapist for 20+ years and has worked in a variety of settings, including
research departments, juvenile corrections facilities, high schools, Fortune 500 companies, substance abuse programs and
university/college classrooms. She has administered counseling and therapy services to tweens, adolescents, adults, couples and
families. A seasoned public speaker and published author of research papers, her awards and recognition include Certificate of
Appreciation from the New York State Division of Parole (2008); Eleven years of Service on the Juvenile Justice Advisory
Committee of Minnesota (2007); Certificate of Recognition Office of the Governor Juvenile Justice (2007).

YOU DON’T HAVE TO CARRY IT ALL
Paula Faris
Whether you’re hoping to have children in the near future, or have five now,
women should have space to follow their dreams. Whether that is a career or
a full time CEO of their own home, that choice should be theirs to make.
Cover Not Yet Available

But, according to culture and society’s standards, women are either told their worth is in a job, or their job at home is unworthy. Faris
encourages moms to live their lives to the fullest, you don't have to carry it all. Let go of the mom guilt and find a support system to do live
with and pursue your dreams.
Paula Faris, previous ABC News journalist and co-anchor for Good Morning America and The View and always mother to three, has
personally felt the extreme pressure to choose between work and family, experienced burnout by trying to meet the impossible and exclusive
standards of corporate America while trying to maintain her involvement in her children’s lives, and suffered the unfair consequences of
gender pay disparity. In all of this, Paula has decided to confront the false narratives society holds for working moms provides solutions to
release mothers from the societal discrimination they face daily in corporate settings, increase their influence, and reenergize and encourage
their voices.
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By bringing together her reporter-style research and interviews with personal experience and testimonies, Paula Faris will help to:
·
Uncover the realities of working moms in America
·
Identify false narratives and provide true, verified solutions
·
Equip working moms to find balance in both motherhood and career
Paula tried for many years to carry it all alone, until she couldn’t. In You Don’t Have to Carry it All, mothers will find long over-do
permission to pursue every passion they possess alongside motherhood and be empowered to ask for the support and resources they need to
bravely change their homes, as well as the world outside it.
Paula Faris is an Emmy-Award winning journalist, podcaster, speaker and best-selling author of “Called Out: Why I Traded Two Dream Jobs
for a Life Of True Calling”. Faris is currently the host of “The Paula Faris Faith & Calling Podcast.” Most recently, she spent 9 years at ABC
News, during which she was a co-anchor of “Good Morning America’s” weekend edition, cohost of “The View” and host of the “Journeys of
Faith” podcast. While at the network, Faris reported on everything from politics, news, and entertainment to sports and faith, interviewing
the likes of Hillary Clinton, Sean Spicer, Joe Biden, Kelly Anne Conway, Tiger Woods, Reese Witherspoon, to the casts of “Star Wars” and
“Avengers”. Faris graduated from Cedarville University (‘97). She and her husband John reside in South Carolina with their three children.

GOD IS A GRUNT
And More Good News for GIs

Logan M. Isaac
This eye-opening book invites readers of all political and denominational
stripes into a more meaningful conversation and community with
soldiers and veterans.
If Jesus is God, then God is a grunt—the humble, hardy folk placed at the bottom of the social hierarchy who are relied on to
accomplish the dirtiest, most difficult (and most thankless) work. This is good news for millions of Christian soldiers and veterans
in the U.S. because they have had to make an impossible choice, with no perceivable middle ground, between patriot and pacifist.
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In his new book, God Is a Grunt, Logan Isaac offers an opportunity for GIs, veterans, and those close to them to read Christian
traditions as a soldier would—by and through the lived experiences of military service. This well-researched, meditative guide for
Christians who have served their country delves deep into the Bible, while Isaac shares his own beliefs and thoughts on the lifealtering experiences of battle. He attempts to fill the void most Christians in the military feel by providing theological resources
to discern a better way of discipleship for GIs, affirming the nuance and complexity of armed service and the gifts GIs extend to
Christians around the world.
Logan M. Isaac spent over six years in the United States Army as an artilleryman, including a deployment in support of
Operation Iraqi Freedom in 2004. He was discharged as a Noncommissioned Officer in 2006 and went on to earn a BA from
Hawaii Pacific University and a Master of Theological Studies from Duke University. Logan spent a year teaching at Methodist
University in North Carolina before leaving to study at the University of St Andrews in Scotland, from which he received a
Master of Letters in Systematic and Historical Theology in 2015. After returning to a teaching position at Duke University, he
went on to earn a Certificate in Business Administration from Georgetown University and start Pew Pew HQ, a social enterprise
based in the Washington, D.C. metropolitan area.

EVERYDAY MAGIC
The Joy of Not Being Everything and Still Being More Than Enough

Mattie James
With unwavering positivity and down-to-earth practicality, lifestyle influencer and CEO of a sixfigure business, Mattie James, shares her rules for working women to build a fulfilling life that
includes pursuing their God-given passions.
Today we are stretching ourselves more than ever to live up to life’s seemingly endless demands, so why do we still feel that we aren’t
accomplishing anything worthwhile? Why, in the midst of trying to be everything, do we still feel less than enough? A life of
overachievement and burnout can sometimes make loving ourselves feel impossible. Fans of Jen Hatmaker and Luvvie Ajayi Jones will
love Mattie James-- lifestyle influencer, mother and CEO of a six-figure business-- who gives us five rules that can be applied to every part
of our day that reveal and illuminate your God-given purpose so that you can create a life you deserve. Mattie guides you to go into your
day insuring everything you do is
Meaningful, Aesthetically pleasing, Goal-oriented, Intentional, Consistent. That’s the M.A.G.I.C.
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Everyday MAGIC is a no-nonsense, self-aware guide with tools, insights, and encouragement to instill thoughtfulness in your actions so
that you not only change your life, but discover that the magic required to change your life has been inside you all along. It’s not witchcraft
and it’s not impossible. It’s unique steps that will begin your journey to connect with yourself so that you can prioritize your own reasons
for everything you do so that everyday has impact and meaning for you. Mattie will show you how to David Your Goliath by making big
decisions in the morning and gives you the number of things that should be on your to-do list. (Hint: It’s not the number you think.)
This guide will help us live a life of purpose, encouraging kindness to ourselves so that we refrain from trying to be everything to everyone
in order to feel worthy. Instead, we can focus on everything that matters to us so that we find the worthiness that God has already instilled
within us.
Mattie James is a full-time content creator, lifestyle influencer and owner of MattieJames.com. She creates lifestyle content for her blog,
podcast and YouTube channel while working with brands like Samsung, T.J. MAXX and J. Crew. After being crowned Miss Liberia USA
in 2009, Mattie started her blog as a hobby and grew it into the six-figure business it is today. She’s taught thousands of content creators
and influencers how to grow their following, pitch brands and create content for profit with her online courses and masterclasses. She
currently lives in Atlanta with her husband and three beautiful children.

DEAD SEA CONSPIRACY
A Dead Sea Chronicles Novel
Jerry B. Jenkins
Bestselling author of the Left Behind series is back with Book 2 of the Dead Sea
Chronicles. Archeologist Nicole Berman is about to discover the key to unifying three
major religions, if a dangerous and evil enemy doesn’t stop her first.
In Book 2 of the Dead Sea Chronicles, archaeologist Nicole Berman is about to discover the key to unifying three major religions, if a
dangerous and evil enemy doesn’t stop her first.
Archaeologist Nicole Berman is the first woman to be awarded a permit to lead a dig in Saudi Arabia. Nicole has a hunch that the artifacts
she hopes to discover have the power to rewrite world history. She assembles a team that will ultimately surprise - and in some cases betray her. Will she find what she believes to be the key to unifying the three major religions before a dangerous enemy gets to her?
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Meanwhile, in a parallel storyline, readers are launched back to ancient Ur where young Abram is sent to learn from his forebears, who tell
him firsthand stories of being on the ark during the Great Flood. How will Abram cope with his heritage of multiple faiths and what will he
teach his descendants?
Jerry B. Jenkins' books have sold more than 70 million copies. Twenty-one of his titles have reached the New York Times, USA Today,
Publishers Weekly, and Wall Street Journal best-seller lists. The phenomenally best-selling Left Behind series inspired a movie starring
Nicolas Cage. Jenkins has been featured on the cover of Newsweek and his writing has appeared in Time, Reader's Digest, Guideposts, and
dozens of other periodicals. Jenkins owns the Jerry Jenkins Writers Guild coaching thousands of aspiring writers in both fiction and
nonfiction. He and his wife, Dianna, have three grown sons and live in Colorado.

WHO DO I THINK I AM?
Stories of Chola Wishes and Caviar Dreams
Anjelah Johnson-Reyes
A hilarious and thoughtful memoir from Latina comedy legend Anjelah Johnson
that explores questions of identity, belonging, and how our faith shapes who we
become.
Anjelah Johnson had two dreams as a kid: to be an actress and to be a chola.
You may know Anjelah Johnson for her viral sketch "Nail Salon" (over 30 million views) or her beloved ghetto-fabulous MadTV character
Bon Qui Qui, but it's her clean humor and hilarious storytelling that make her one of the most successful stand-up comedians today.
In Who Do I Think I Am? Anjeleh shares hilarious stories about her life, from her irrational fear of death (“Please Don’t Die, Okay?”) to
growing up caught between two worlds ("I'm Mexican/Hella American") to her cultural pride (“Chola Wishes & Caviar Dreams”). Of
course, like any good Latina, she offers a choice of stories that are mild (“I Love Jesus But I Will Punch A ‘Ho), medium (“Chin-checked
by Prince”) and spicy (“I’m Dating You Cuz I’m Hungry”).
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The book follows Anjelah’s unlikely journey as she transforms from a suburban kid with Aquanet-drenched hair into a conservative
Christian who abstains from drinking and premarital sex, into a mall-famous Raider cheerleader, and then an actually famous comedian
traveling the world and meeting people from all-walks of life. As she travels the world, Anjelah has eye-opening experiences, and she
morphs from square, rigid Anjelah into “Funjelah,” and learns that she can still ride with Jesus without squashing the other parts of
her personality.
Anjelah's stories explore subjects such as embracing--and sometimes trying too hard to embrace--your racial identity, finding your place in
the world and chasing your crazy dreams, the messiness of an evolving faith, and searching for belonging and meaning. Through her
journey, Anjelah discovers her true identity, found only in the all-encompassing love of God, and encourages readers to have the audacity
to dream big and fight to achieve their goals, no matter what obstacles they may face.
Anjelah Johnson-Reyes is currently one of the most successful stand-up comedians touring today, selling out theaters across the country.
Maxim Magazine hailed the comedian, actress and author, as “uproariously funny” (weird they didn’t write “unapologetically sexy,” but
okay), and Time Out Chicago described her shows as “filled with almost non-stop laughter.”

BECAUSE THE TOMB IS EMPTY
Why the Miracles of Jesus Can Change Your Life Today
Joby Martin with Charles Martin
What happens when the unexplainable intersects the undeniable?
Cover Not Yet Available

Live long enough and you either have been, are, or will be in need of a miracle. Where we face something that we can’t fix and run out of
options. Miracles are that intersection where the unexplainable meets the undeniable. Where the limited and finite ability of man ends
and unlimited and infinite will of God begins. Where, What is impossible with man is possible with God.
Because the Tomb is Empty focuses on seven miracles of Jesus that each teach us something unique about how He wants to relate to us.
Throughout the book, Martin examines the miracle at the wedding of Cana, where Jesus turned the water into wine, and asks readers if
they are willing to do whatever Jesus asks them to do. He looks at the story of the cripple at the pool of Bethesda, and asks readers
whether they really want to be healed. He talks about the raising of Lazarus, and asks us if we’re living as if we belong to the grave.
Throughout, Martin dives deeply into scripture and, in his trademark accessible style, reveals layers that most readers will never have seen
before.
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Ultimately, he encourages readers that God still does miracles today, that believers have access to the incredible power that raised Jesus
from the dead, and, ultimately, reminds us not to seek miracles themselves, but the one who performs them.
Joby Martin is the founder and lead pastor of The Church of Eleven22 in Jacksonville, Florida. Since launching the church in 2012, he
has led a movement for all people to discover and deepen a relationship with Jesus Christ. In addition to providing The Church of
Eleven22 with vision and leadership, Pastor Joby is a national and international preacher and teacher. He has been married to his wife,
Gretchen, for over 20 years and they have a son, JP, and a daughter, Reagan Capri.
Charles Martin is a is a New York Times bestselling author of 16 novels, including his most recent, The Letter Keeper.
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BE JOYFUL
50 Days to Defeat the Things That Try to Defeat You
Joyce Meyer
Renowned Bible teacher and #1 New York Times bestselling author Joyce Meyer
offers a 50-day guide to overcoming the most common obstacles to living a joyful
life.
Joy is not just a "happy feeling" based on our circumstances or on things we possess—it is an unshakable stability in our spirit that comes
from the strength of the Lord.
The apostle Paul has been called the apostle of joy. In his letter to the Philippians—widely considered to be the most joyful book in all of
scripture—Paul uses the Greek words for joy and rejoicing 13 times in only 11 verses! Paul talks about experiencing joy in all
circumstances, even during times of struggle.
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In this unique book, Joyce Meyer distills Paul’s teaching on joy into 50 lessons that equip us to overcome the greatest challenges we face
to a joyful life. Through daily readings, we are encouraged to embrace the truths God has given us that allow us to overcome the emotions,
attitudes, and experiences that rob us of our joy. When we learn to Be Joyful in our journey, we begin to experience the wonderful,
abundant life that the Lord has in store for us.
Joyce Meyer is one of the world's leading practical Bible teachers. Her daily broadcast, Enjoying Everyday Life, airs on hundreds of
television networks and radio stations worldwide. Joyce has written over 130 inspirational books. Her bestsellers include Power
Thoughts; The Confident Woman; Look Great, Feel Great; Starting Your Day Right; Ending Your Day Right; Approval Addiction; How to
Hear from God; Beauty for Ashes; and Battlefield of the Mind. Joyce travels extensively, holding conferences throughout the year, speaking
to thousands around the world. She lives in St. Louis, MO.

CONFIDENTLY YOU
Joyce Meyer
Live boldly in the love of Christ with Bible teacher and #1 New York Times bestselling
author Joyce Meyer.
What keeps women from feeling and being their best? For years, Joyce has been helping women better identify emotional barriers and
physical, mental, and spiritual obstacles in their lives. Now she provides another answer: Confidence.
Our society has an insecurity epidemic. Women in particular compensate by pretending to be secure--a common response--which only
leads to feelings of shame. Lack of self-confidence causes great difficulty in relationships of all kinds, and can even lead to divorce.
In Confidently You, Joyce explores the characteristics of a woman with confidence, which include a woman who knows she is loved, who
refuses to live in fear, and who does not live by comparisons. Joyce explains that confidence stems from being positive in your actions and
living honestly, but most importantly from having faith in God and in ourselves.
Derived from material previously published in The Confident Woman.
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Joyce Meyer is one of the world's leading practical Bible teachers. Her daily broadcast, Enjoying Everyday Life, airs on hundreds of
television networks and radio stations worldwide. Joyce has written over 130 inspirational books. Her bestsellers include Power
Thoughts; The Confident Woman; Look Great, Feel Great; Starting Your Day Right; Ending Your Day Right; Approval Addiction; How to
Hear from God; Beauty for Ashes; and Battlefield of the Mind. Joyce travels extensively, holding conferences throughout the year, speaking
to thousands around the world. She resides in St. Louis, MO.
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LOVING PEOPLE WHO ARE HARD TO LOVE
Believe in Others to Transform Your Attitude and Relationships

Joyce Meyer
Renowned Bible teacher and #1 New York Times bestselling author Joyce Meyer teaches
readers to love the people in life who are hard to love.
We’re never going to be able to prevent people from saying or doing things that hurt our feelings. We will always have opportunities to get
offended. But if we do things God’s way, we can choose to save ourselves a lot of misery and hardship. This doesn’t mean we allow people
to abuse us. No, there is a time for confronting people and dealing with situations. However, the Bible commands us to love our enemies
and forgive those who have wronged us, even when it feels impossible.
Everything the Lord asks us to do in the Bible is ultimately for our good. In fact, when we choose to love our enemies and forgive those
who have hurt us, we are actually helping ourselves more than anyone else. Because whatever the Lord commands us to do, He is going to
give us the power of the Holy Spirit to accomplish it—and that includes loving and being good to difficult people! God’s love flowing
through us is strong enough to melt even the hardest hearts, so use kindness as a weapon to overcome the meanness in people.
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Joyce Meyer is one of the world's leading practical Bible teachers. Her daily broadcast, Enjoying Everyday Life, airs on hundreds of
television networks and radio stations worldwide. Joyce has written over 130 inspirational books. Her bestsellers include Power
Thoughts; The Confident Woman; Look Great, Feel Great; Starting Your Day Right; Ending Your Day Right; Approval Addiction; How to
Hear from God; Beauty for Ashes; and Battlefield of the Mind. Joyce travels extensively, holding conferences throughout the year, speaking
to thousands around the world. She resides in St. Louis, MO.

DAILY DEVOTIONS FROM PSALMS
365 Devotions
Joyce Meyer
#1 New York Times bestselling author Joyce Meyer delivers a daily dose of wisdom from
Psalms, encouraging readers to discover a powerful and positive mindset through
uplifting insights and motivational Bible verses.
The Book of Psalms offers readers ways to rejoice in prayer, to bow in worship, and to exalt God for all he does and for all his blessings to
us, and at the heart of Psalms, there is a deep trust in God. When you spend time with God—reading His Word, listening, and praying for
His direction—God will strengthen and enable you to handle life peacefully and wisely instead of merely trying to get through the day.
With the constant demands and pressures of daily life, it can be hard to regularly pause to be with and listen to God's voice. Joyce's
practical teaching format in this 365-day devotional will encourage you to take the time for yourself so that you can fully receive the
wisdom found in Psalms.
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Joyce Meyer is one of the world's leading practical Bible teachers. Her daily broadcast, Enjoying Everyday Life, airs on hundreds of
television networks and radio stations worldwide. Joyce has written over 130 inspirational books. Her bestsellers include Power
Thoughts; The Confident Woman; Look Great, Feel Great; Starting Your Day Right; Ending Your Day Right; Approval Addiction; How to
Hear from God; Beauty for Ashes; and Battlefield of the Mind. Joyce travels extensively, holding conferences throughout the year, speaking
to thousands around the world. She resides in St. Louis, MO.
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THE ANSWER TO ANXIETY
Discovering Purposeful Positivity
Joyce Meyer
Renowned Bible teacher and #1 New York Times bestselling author Joyce Meyer
teaches readers how to overcome anxiety by putting your worries to God.
Cover Not Yet Available

Anxiety and worry are common human responses to stressful situations. We all feel anxious, worried, or concerned at times but what if
there was a way to put a stop to your worrying before it gets out of hand?
In The Answer to Anxiety, renowned Bible teacher and #1 New York Times bestselling author Joyce Meyer encourages us to lean into God
when we’re feeling anxious or unsettled. Joyce teaches readers the lessons found in God’s word that can help us deal with our fears and
anxieties. When we understand that God has a good plan for us, we can find the peace He offers.
God’s will for us is peace, not worry and anxiety. Join Joyce on this exploration to conquer that anxiety and learn to lead a God centered,
anxiety-free life.
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Joyce Meyer is one of the world's leading practical Bible teachers. Her daily broadcast, Enjoying Everyday Life, airs on hundreds of
television networks and radio stations worldwide. Joyce has written more than 135 inspirational books. Her bestsellers include Power
Thoughts; The Confident Woman; Look Great, Feel Great; Starting Your Day Right; Ending Your Day Right; Approval Addiction; How to
Hear from God; Beauty for Ashes; and Battlefield of the Mind. Joyce travels extensively, holding conferences throughout the year,
speaking to thousands around the world. She resides in St. Louis, MO.

WHERE THE WAVES TURN BACK
A 40-Day Pilgrimage Along the California Coast
Tyson Motsenbocker
How far would you travel to find healing?
Cover Not Yet Available

After years on the road performing at sold-out venues alongside platinum-selling and Grammy-winning Christian artists, Tyson
Motsenbocker returned home to the impending death of his 57-year-old hero and mother. He begged God to heal her, but she died anyway.
When they buried her body, Tyson also buried the childhood version of his faith.
Weeks before her death, however, Motsenbocker discovered the story of 18th century Spanish monk St. Junipero Serra who dedicated his
life to the idea that tragedy and suffering are portals to renewal. He discovered Serra’s “El Camino Real,” a 600-mile pilgrimage route
down the California coast that had been largely forgotten for more than 200 years.
In desperation, Motsenbocker sets out to retrace the Saint’s steps along the freeways and underpasses, littered beaches and multi-million
dollar coastal estates. During the next 40 days, Motsenbocker sinks below the comfortable surface of society he has always known,
enduring excruciating pain, dodging addicts and roaring traffic, stepping over rats, and befriending retired veterans. His pilgrimage up the
Western shore of America connects him to a lost mystic who often seems to hover just above as he grieves the loss of his mother and the
insolubility of the kind of God he once comfortably trusted.
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Where the Waves Turn Back is a literary journey for the wanderer, doubter, adventurer, skeptic, mystic and seeker in all of us. Worn-out
and weary travelers of all ages will be invited, along with Motsenbocker, to renegotiate their place in a world that’s irrevocably changed.
Readers will be captivated by the depth of Motsenbocker’s honesty and vulnerability, enchanted by his lyrical prose, and inspired by his
hard-fought healing. But more than this, they will discover portals to their own spiritual wonderings–the kinds that require leaving behind
the worlds we once loved and loving the worlds in which we live.
Tyson Motsenbocker is a critically acclaimed singer- songwriter and composer from the Pacific Northwest. His audience has come to
know him as a brilliant lyricist, unflinchingly honest and an artist who embraces vulnerability above all. After relocating to Southern
California, Motsenbocker’s first album Letters to Lost Loves was praised internationally, including Best New Music by NPR, and Songs
We Love. Tyson’s 2020 release Someday I’ll Make it All Up to You was ranked as UTR’s best album of 2020. In the following years,
Motsenbocker played for hundreds of thousands of people at famous and historic rooms, including Los Angeles’ Wilturn Theatre, San
Francisco’s Filmore and Nashville’s Ryman Auditorium three times. Tyson’s recorded music has received millions of streams and has
continued to garner high praise from music business tastemakers. This is his first book.

A HOLE IN THE WORLD
Lessons Found in Rediscovering Rituals of Grief and Healing
Amanda Held Opelt
In a raw and inspiring reflection on grief, Amanda Held Opelt—sister of the late Rachel
Held Evans—processes her personal story of loss by exploring the history of
bereavement customs.
When Amanda Held Opelt suffered a season of loss—including three miscarriages and the death of her grandmother and culminating in
the unexpected death of her sister, New York Times bestselling writer Rachel Held Evans—she was faced with sorrow she didn't know
to face. And through her career as an international aid worker, she traveled to some of the world’s most troubled regions, devastated by
war, natural disasters, and disease. In the wake of these losses and exposure to trauma, Opelt struggled to process her grief and accept
the reality of her pain and the pain in the world. She also wrestled with some unexpectedly difficult questions: What does it mean to
truly grieve and to grieve well? Why is it so hard to move on? Why didn’t my faith prepare me for this kind of pain? Does the Bible
really speak to the heart of sorrow? What am I supposed to do now?
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Her search for a way to process her grief led her to seek wisdom about how other people have made it through, and she found that
generations past embraced rituals that served as vessels for pain and aided in the process of grieving and healing. In this raw and
authentic memoir of bereavement, Opelt explores the history of human grief practices and how previous generations have journeyed
through periods of suffering. She explores grief rituals and customs from various cultures, including:
• the Irish tradition of keening, or wailing in grief, which teaches her that healing can only begin when we dive headfirst into our grief
• the Victorian tradition of post-mortem photographs and how we struggle to recall a loved one as they were
• the Jewish tradition of sitting shiva, which reminds her to rest in the strength of her community even when God feels absent
• the tradition of mourning clothing, which set the bereaved apart in society for a time, allowing them space honor their grief
As Opelt explores each bereavement practice, it allows her to utilize these rituals as a framework for processing their own pain. She
shares how, in spite of her doubt and anger, God met her in the midst of sorrow and grieved along with her. This book is a testament to
the idea that when we carefully and honestly attend to our losses, we are able to expand our capacity for love, faith, and healing.
Amanda Held Opelt is an author, speaker, and songwriter. She writes about faith, grief, and creativity, and believes in the power of
community, ritual, worship and shared stories to heal even our deepest wounds. Amanda has spent the last 15 years as a social worker
and humanitarian aid worker. She lives in the mountains of Boone, North Carolina with her husband and young two daughters.

RULE YOUR DAY
Seven Steps to Achieving Success
Joel Osteen
#1 New York Times bestselling author and Lakewood Church pastor Joel Osteen
teaches readers to keep their days full of faith, praise, and victory.
Some people live worried, offended, negative because they let everything in. They listen to the news all day, they go to lunch with
people that are critical, somebody cuts them off in traffic that sours the rest of the morning. They're not ruling their day. You have to be
careful what you allow in. You can't stop everything from coming, but you can stop it from getting down in your spirit.
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Don't waste your valuable time on petty things with small-minded people, that are not moving you forward. The less time you spend
with some people, the better off you're going to be. Some people are dream stealers, they'll tell you all the reasons you can't accomplish
your goal. You don't need that poison in your atmosphere. Don't sit inactive with people that don't believe in you, people that don't come
into agreement with your dream. You control what you allow into your day, your mind. God has given you the authority to rule over your
attitude and your response. You can't rule over someone else, you can't rule over all your circumstances. That's in God's hands. You
control what you can control, and trust God to take care of what you can't control. If you'll do your part, then God will do his part: He'll
make things happen that you couldn't even imagine.
Go out each day expecting the best, but knowing everything may not be perfect. There may be delays, interruptions, people that are hard
to deal with—don't let that ruin the day. Rule the Day. Keep the negative out of your atmosphere and know that God is directing your
steps. Whatever happens is not a surprise to him. He's given you power to remain calm in times of adversity. Every day can be a good
day, if you rule your atmosphere.
Joel Osteen is a New York Times bestselling author and the senior pastor of America's largest church, Lakewood Church in Houston,
Texas. More than 10 million viewers watch his weekly inspirational messages through television, and over 60 million people connect
with Joel through his digital platforms worldwide. Joel can be heard 24/7 on SiriusXM 128 - Joel Osteen Radio. Connect with Joel on
Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram or visit his website at joelosteen.com.
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STAY IN THE GAME
Joel Osteen
In this pocket-sized powerhouse, #1 New York Times bestselling author Joel Osteen
encourages readers to stand strong and expect a bright future.
Stand strong in the face of challenges with #1 New York Times bestselling author Joel Osteen.
Living our best lives requires us to be all in, all in the time. When everything is to be going your way, it can be easy to make good
decisions and do the right thing, but it's also easy to become complacent and stop giving your best. And what about when times are tough
and nothing is happening in your favor? It can be even tougher to stay in the game when you don't feel like it and the voices of defeat tell
you, "You're done. There's nothing good in your future."
Don't believe tricks that life’s ups and downs can play on your emotions, your mind, and your attitude. Staying in the game requires living
out truths we know, even if we don’t feel them to be true. When nothing is going your way and negativity tells you that you should be on
the sidelines nursing your wounds—you're still in the game. And when life seems easy, with no storms on the horizon, you're still showing
up and giving every day your best. You're still expecting great things, and there are rewards in store for people who are faithful through
both hardship and times of ease.
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There are a million reasons to sit on the sidelines, but no matter what hand life deals you, good things are already on their way, and your
effort has been noticed. Be courageous and Stay in the Game; your future is full of opportunities beyond your wildest dreams.
Joel Osteen is a New York Times bestselling author and the senior pastor of America's largest church, Lakewood Church in Houston,
Texas. More than 10 million viewers watch his weekly inspirational messages through television, and over 60 million people connect with
Joel through his digital platforms worldwide. Joel can be heard 24/7 on SiriusXM 128 - Joel Osteen Radio.
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YOUR GREATER IS COMING
Discover the Path to Your Bigger, Better, and Brighter Future
Joel Osteen
New York Times bestselling author and host of the Joel Osteen Radio on SiriusXM wants
you to know that now is the time to get your hopes up and start expecting that better is on
the way.
Whether you’re climbing toward the next level, stretching for an out-of-reach goal, or doing your utmost to overcome a challenge, it’s time
to step into a better life filled with more. When your patience strains to meet your expectations, you have to remember that where you are
now is not where you’re about to be!
In Your Greater Is Coming, #1 New York Times bestselling author Joel Osteen challenges your perception of your present situation and
inspires you to persevere for the best that’s just ahead. Whatever you’re experiencing, don’t lose faith or give up on your dreams. Wait for
your greater, because your greater is coming—greater joy, greater strength, greater relationships. Greater opportunities, greater
success, and greater peace are all yours. Whatever you’ve been waiting for, working for, praying for, and hoping for is on the way.
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Your Greater Is Coming will nourish your soul and empower your heart to push through pain and master the mundane. Your story is far
from over, and the best is yet to come. Don’t give up just as you’re about to discover a new level of increase, ease, and joy. Glimpse your
breakthrough just ahead and hold on just a little longer—your greater is coming!
Joel Osteen is a New York Times bestselling author and the Senior Pastor of America's largest church, Lakewood Church in Houston,
Texas. More than 10 million viewers watch his weekly inspirational messages through television, and over 60 million people connect with
Joel through his digital platforms worldwide. Joel can be heard 24/7 on SiriusXM 128 - Joel Osteen Radio.

THE ROOTED LIFE
Cultivating Health and Wholeness Through Growing Your Own Food

Justin and Rebekah Rhodes
An accessible and achievable guide to creating more than you consume
and homesteading in any space from YouTube’s Homesteaders Justin
and Rebekah Rhodes.
Have you ever heard someone complain that growing food is too hard, that it takes too much time, that it’s much easier to just buy
what you need when you need it? Whether you're looking for greater food security, better health, tastier food, to save or
earn money, connect with your food source, or just plain have fun, transition away from store-bought to home-grown! If you’re
looking for a different kind of life—a life focused on health and wellness—take a look down the road less traveled.
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Looking for every opportunity to pass their hard-earned knowledge onto others, the Rhodes' have created a definitive guide for
anyone desiring to grow their own food and experience a more connected, sustainable lifestyle, no matter where you live or how
much space you have. Neither Justin nor Rebekah knew what they were doing when starting their journey to The Rooted Life.
Neither had inherited the skills, knowledge, or experience to be successful homesteaders. They started from scratch, made
(plentiful) mistakes, and learned by doing. Justin and Rebekah bought seeds from the grocery story, got some advice from a
neighbor who had a garden, then planted. Then harvested. The results were beyond their wildest dreams, and their lives have
never been the same!
Justin and Rebekah Rhodes are Permaculturalists, film producers, and authors, teaching folks to work with nature to produce
their own sustenance and live a more abundant life. Seasoned homesteaders, the Rhodes have enjoyed many years of practicing
“beyond organic” and permaculture methods on their 75-acre family farm near Asheville NC. Justin trained under the highly
accredited Geoff Lawton of PRI Australia for his Permaculture Design Certificate (PDC) and has studied natural chicken care
under popular author, Pat Foremen. Abundant Permaculture was founded out of a love of teaching and the sustainable movement.

THE FLORENCE LEGACY
Lauraine Snelling
In bestselling author Lauraine Snelling's latest novel packed with friendship, grief, and
travel gone awry, the passing of a dear friend prompts three women to take their dream
trip to Italy.
In bestselling author Lauraine Snelling's latest novel packed with friendship, grief, and travel gone awry, three friends take their dream trip
to Florence, Italy in memory of a beloved woman who has passed away.
As the last will of a close friend is read, three women discover that they have inherited a legacy from her: the funds to take a dream trip to
Florence, Italy, in her memory. With plenty of hilarious travel mishaps along the way, this book is a story of deep friendship, of making
room in our lives to celebrate and remember, of grief, of the realization that friendship keeps the memory alive, and the sweet discovery of
unexpected romance.
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Lauraine Snelling has been writing since 1980, with over 65 books published, both fiction and non-fiction, historical and contemporary,
for adults and young readers. She received a Career Achievement Award for inspirational fiction from RT Book Reviews and her books
consistently appear on CBA bestseller lists. A hallmark of her style is writing about real issues within a compelling story. Lauraine and her
husband, Wayne, have two grown sons and live in the Tehachapi Mountains in California with a Bassett Hound named Sir Winston.

HOW WE LOVE MATTERS
A Call to Practice Relentless Racial Reconciliation
Albert Tate
In a series of ten moving letters about different aspects of Christian culture, Pastor Albert Tate
encourages readers to sit together in racial discomfort and examine the role they may play in
someone else’s struggle.
It is not an accident that racism is alive and well in the church. Racism has, in fact, been taught within the church for so long most of us
don’t even recognize it anymore. Pastor Albert Tate, a charismatic speaker and rising leader within the megachurch world, guides readers
in acknowledging this fact and reimagines discipleship by encouraging siblings in Christ to sit together in racial discomfort and examine
the role they may play in someone’s else’s struggle.
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How We Love Matters is a series of nine moving letters, reminiscent of Dr. King’s Letter from Birmingham Jail, about different aspects of
American and Christian culture. In letters that include Dear Whiteness, Dear America, and Dear Church, Tate calls out racism in the
world, the church, and within himself and his reader. The book not only educates and enlightens, but also reimagines discipleship in a way
that flips the church on its head. It looks to the life of our savior Jesus Christ as less of a blueprint for how we should live and more as a
clear instruction manual for how we need to treat and love one another as siblings and neighbors, regardless of differences like skin color,
culture, language, or beliefs.
Tate believes that the only way to make change is by telling the truth about where we are—relationally, internally, and spiritually. How We
Love Matters is an exposition of relevant Biblical truth, a clarion call for all believers to examine how they see and understand each other,
and it is a way forward toward justice, reconciliation, and healing.
How We Love Matters will have a foreword by New York Times bestselling author and recording artist Lecrae.
Albert Tate is a pastor, public speaker, podcast host and Mississippi native who accepted a call to ministry at 21 years old.
Albert graduated with his Bachelor’s degree from Wesley Bible College and is also working towards a Master’s degree at Fuller
Theological Seminary. Raised in the church, Albert began to preach at revivals and lead retreats for people eager to grow closer to Jesus.
Albert followed God’s lead to Lake Avenue Church in Pasadena, California. Albert moved from Youth to Senior Youth Pastor to the
Sunday night service Pastor and finally, to Intergenerational Pastor where he essentially functioned as a Teaching Pastor.

DISOBEDIENT GOD
Trusting a God Who Goes Off-Script
Albert Tate
What do you do when God doesn’t give you what you want?
Cover Not Yet Available

When the people of Israel, those who had witnessed the most abundant and inexplicable acts of God, grew tired of waiting for Moses to
come off the mountain, they made a calf of gold. It was easier for them to make a new god than to continue serving a God that didn’t
conform to their schedule and expectations.
Just like the Israelites in the desert, we are all fundamentally longing for God… but who and what are we actually reaching for and
serving? Disobedient God addresses the things we do when we feel inconvenienced and frustrated by God. What things are we reaching
for in our life? Are we reaching for porn when we long for intimacy? Reaching for success when we long for security? We would never
say that we have replaced God, but our actions tell a different story. Whether we are trying to replace God, trying to run away or trying to
perform for Him, we have no mindset to deal with a disobedient God. Disobedient God is a book for people dealing with this
disappointment and interested in properly understanding and love the God they’ve misunderstood.
This is not a step-by-step instruction manual for how to react when things are difficult; rather, it is a way of understanding God that leads
people to discover the relationship with God that they were always meant for.
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Albert Tate is a pastor, public speaker, podcast host and Mississippi native who accepted a call to ministry at 21 years old.
Albert graduated with his Bachelor’s degree from Wesley Bible College and is also working towards a Master’s degree at Fuller
Theological Seminary. Raised in the church, Albert began to preach at revivals and lead retreats for people eager to grow closer to Jesus.
Albert followed God’s lead to Lake Avenue Church in Pasadena, California. Albert moved from Youth to Senior Youth Pastor to the
Sunday night service Pastor and finally, to Intergenerational Pastor where he essentially functioned as a Teaching Pastor.
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AUTHENTICALLY, UNIQUELY YOU
Living Free from Comparison and the Need to Please
Joyce Meyer
Renowned Bible teacher and #1 New York Times bestselling author Joyce Meyer
dares readers to discover and embrace who they truly are.
Discover your unique gifts and dare to be different with #1 New York Times bestselling author and renowned Bible teacher, Joyce
Meyer.
God has given you gifts so you can fulfill His purpose for your life, but if you're like a lot of people, you may not have recognized
your talents yet. Start asking God to show you something special about the way He's made you.
To some people, He's given a very tender, compassionate heart, and some He has wired to lead others effectively. To others, He
has given the gift of being able to communicate clearly, to teach, to make scientific discoveries, or to write beautiful music. Only
you can discover all the dynamic gifts He's placed in you.
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Become Authentically, Uniquely You because God is never going to help you be anyone but yourself. He loves you just as you are.
Let God use you, with all your strengths and weaknesses, and transform you from the inside out to do something powerful beyond
your wildest dreams.
Joyce Meyer is one of the world's leading practical Bible teachers. Her daily broadcast, Enjoying Everyday Life, airs on hundreds
of television networks and radio stations worldwide. Joyce has written over 100 inspirational books. Her bestsellers include
Power Thoughts; The Confident Woman; Look Great, Feel Great; Starting Your Day Right; Ending Your Day Right; Approval
Addiction; How to Hear from God; Beauty for Ashes; and Battlefield of the Mind. Joyce travels extensively, holding conferences
throughout the year, speaking to thousands around the world. She lives in St. Louis, MO.
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STRENGTH FOR EACH DAY
365 Devotions to Make Every Day a Great Day
Joyce Meyer
In this 365-day devotional, Joyce Meyer provides uplifting insights and motivational
Bible verses to help readers start each day with a powerful and positive mindset.
Discover a powerful and positive mindset each day of the year with uplifting insights and motivational Bible verses
provided by #1 New York Times bestselling author Joyce Meyer.
Find new mercies and blessings each day when you spend time with God: reading His Word, listening, and praying
for His direction. When you do, God will strengthen and enable you to handle life peacefully and wisely instead of
merely trying to get through the day. He will renew your strength and empower you to bear up under trials with
patience, so you can experience them with a good attitude. Maintaining a positive view in the midst of something
unpleasant is the key to victory, and it enables you to enjoy the journey!
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With the constant demands and pressures of daily life, it can be hard to regularly pause to be with and listen to
God's voice. Joyce's practical teaching format in this 365-day devotional will encourage you to take the time for
yourself so that you can receive Strength for Each Day!
Joyce Meyer is one of the world's leading practical Bible teachers. Her daily broadcast, Enjoying Everyday Life,
airs on hundreds of television networks and radio stations worldwide. Joyce has written nearly 100 inspirational
books. Her bestsellers include Power Thoughts; The Confident Woman; Look Great, Feel Great; Starting Your Day
Right; Ending Your Day Right; Approval Addiction; How to Hear from God; Beauty for Ashes; and Battlefield of the
Mind. Joyce travels extensively, holding conferences throughout the year, speaking to thousands around the world.
She lives in St. Louis, MO.
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THE POWER OF THANK YOU
Discover the Joy of Gratitude
Joyce Meyer
Renowned Bible teacher and #1 New York Times bestselling author Joyce Meyer teaches
readers to adopt a lifestyle of thanksgiving and discover that no matter how messy life
gets, God will make it good.
Each moment that we’re given is a precious gift from God. We can choose to have a thankful attitude and live each moment full of joy
simply because God is good.
How can two people can have the exact same circumstances, however one person can be negative, dissatisfied, and hopeless while the other
is optimistic and full of joy? Living life with a heart of gratitude for who God is and what He has done for us lifts our burdens and causes us
to see everything in a different light. Regularly giving thanks to God not only helps us fully realize how He’s working in our lives, it gives
us a new perspective—our mind is renewed, our attitude is improved, and we are filled with joy.
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I’m not telling you it’s going to be easy to do. It’s much easier to make excuses and feel sorry for yourself because things will happen to
you that don’t seem fair. The key is to keep saying, “I trust You, God, and I believe You will work it all out for my good.” If you find The
Power of Thank You in every situation, truly believing that God is working everything out for your good, you will end up with the victory
every single time.
Joyce Meyer is one of the world's leading practical Bible teachers. Her daily broadcast, Enjoying Everyday Life, airs on hundreds of
television networks and radio stations worldwide. Joyce has written nearly 100 inspirational books. Her bestsellers include Power
Thoughts; The Confident Woman; Look Great, Feel Great; Starting Your Day Right; Ending Your Day Right; Approval Addiction; How to
Hear from God; Beauty for Ashes; and Battlefield of the Mind. Joyce travels extensively, holding conferences throughout the year, speaking
to thousands around the world. She lives in St. Louis, MO.
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PEACEFUL ON PURPOSE
The Power to Remain Calm, Strong, and Confident in
Every Season
Joel Osteen
#1 New York Times bestselling author and Lakewood Church pastor Joel Osteen offers
powerful advice on how to overcome worry and stress.
Live from a place of abundant peace in the midst of life's everyday worries and stress with #1 New York Times bestselling author and
Lakewood Church pastor Joel Osteen.
The opposite of peace is worry and stress. Both are thieves that rob you of your sleep, joy, creativity, and good decisions. If you
allow them into your mind, they can even keep you from your destiny. But if you learn how to change your automatic responses to
these struggles and give your problems to God, He can go to work in your life.
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If you're tired of living in tension and anxiety, then it's time to change. In Peaceful on Purpose, you will discover that you weren't
designed to carry the heavy load yourself: step back to let God step in. Find peace so that you can stop worrying about your health,
job, finances, or relationships.
Life may be chaotic all around you, but you can live grounded in a calm spirit by drawing on scriptural examples and Joel's
insightful personal experiences to find fulfillment. Learn how to give it to God so that He can exceed your expectations.
Joel Osteen is a New York Times bestselling author and the Senior Pastor of America's largest church, Lakewood Church in
Houston, Texas. More than ten million viewers watch his weekly inspirational messages through television, and more than sixty
million people connect with Joel through his digital platforms worldwide. Joel can be heard 24/7 on SiriusXM 128 - Joel Osteen
Radio. Connect with Joel on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram or visit his website at joelosteen.com.
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YOU ARE STRONGER THAN YOU THINK
Discover the Power to Overcome Your Obstacles
Joel Osteen
A powerful message from the author of 10 New York Times bestsellers, Joel Osteen,
encouraging readers to discover a strength that pushes them forward, a power to
do what they couldn’t do before.
You may feel weak and fatigued, but that is not your destiny. When you feel overwhelmed, like you can’t go on, He comes in and gives
you special strength. Strength that you didn’t get on your own. Strength to move forward when you should be stuck, strength to overcome
that hurdle, strength to outlast that opposition. You’re going to feel strength that you didn’t have, joy when you could be discouraged, and
hope when you should be depressed. You’re going to have the power to endure, the favor to overcome, and the determination to outlast.
He’s going to bring blessings, increase, favor, and healing that He’s already prepared. It’s going to be easier than you thought, and it’s
going to happen sooner than you think. As you read You Are Stronger Than You Think, feel a power rising that you have never felt—a
strength, a courage, a determination, a stamina. He won’t let you stay overwhelmed. You may feel that way at times, but that’s not how
your story ends. You’re going to feel a strength that pushes you forward, a power to do what you couldn’t do before.
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Believe and declare that you are strong, you are victorious, and you are able. You’re going to accomplish dreams bigger than you
imagined, overcome obstacles that look insurmountable, and reach the fullness of your destiny!
Joel Osteen is a New York Times bestselling author and the senior pastor of America's largest church, Lakewood Church in Houston,
Texas. More than 10 million viewers watch his weekly inspirational messages through television, and over 60 million people connect
with Joel through his digital platforms worldwide. Joel can be heard 24/7 on SiriusXM 128 - Joel Osteen Radio. Connect with Joel on
Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram or visit his website at joelosteen.com.
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ALL THINGS LOVELY
Inspiring Health and Wholeness in Your Home, Heart, and Community

Jenn Johnson
Social media influencer, speaker, and cofounder of Bethel Music, Jenn
Johnson, invites readers to create beautiful spaces to share the spiritual
importance of acceptance, gathering, and community with other women.
Women have so many things vying for their attention. Most try to handle everything with grace and ease, look perfect, be a stellar mom,
be an understanding and loving wife, be a flawless boss or employee, be an ever-attentive friend, pursue their own interests, and leave
no one disappointed. But is this realistic?
Jenn Johnson has come to realize that the pursuit of perfection is unrealistic and unfair. Instead, we need to focus on what's
important, do things with intention, and seek what is true, noble, right, pure, admirable, excellent, and praiseworthy. We need to pursue
All Things Lovely.
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Living a holy and holistic life, a life marked by beauty and truth, means being mindful and intentional about the food we put in our
bodies, how we present ourselves to the world, the spaces we create, and the people we let into our lives. When we set our minds on
what is lovely, we begin to see ourselves and the world as God intended. We begin to be wholly renewed.
All Things Lovely is divided into four parts: Home, Heart, Health and Hospitality. Jenn invites the reader on a search for All Things
Lovely by sharing the joy of healthy recipes, the clarity that comes from an organized and cozy space in your home, the importance of
building community, and the peace that comes from a pure and loving heart. The book will include beautiful full color photography of
Jenn's family, her home, and mouthwatering food.
Jenn Johnson is the co-founder of Bethel Music and WorshipU along with her husband Brian Johnson. She has been involved in the
production of over fifteen albums that have influenced the culture of worship across the global church. Jenn is the founder of "Lovely
by Jenn Johnson," a lifestyle brand intended to inspire, equip, and engage women of all ages to thrive. The Johnsons also head up Bethel
Church Worship Ministry and are committed to cultivating community and fostering unity among worship leaders from around the
world. Brian and Jenn live in Redding, California with their four amazing kids, Haley, Téa, Braden, and Ryder Moses. Jenn continues to
speak and lead worship at home and around the world.

CREATED EQUAL
The Painful Past, Confusing Present, and Hopeful Future of Race in America

Ben Carson, M.D. with Candy Carson
Bestselling author and conservative icon Dr. Ben Carson lays out a hopeful and
inspiring road map for how America can come together.
External physical characteristics that are genetically encoded are things over which no individual has control. But rather than appreciating
the gift of diversity, some have chosen to use it to drive wedges between groups of people. Some of these external characteristics are
associated with the past moral failing of slavery. Though slavery in America formally ended in the 1860s, the vestiges of that evil
institution are still with us today, and those vestiges often inflict guilt on some and facilitate feelings of victimhood in others.
In Created Equal, Dr. Carson uses his own personal experiences as a member of a racial minority, along with the writings and experiences
of others from multiple backgrounds and demographics, to analyze the current state of race relations in America. Instead of using race as
an excuse to remake America into something completely antithetical to the Constitution, Dr. Carson suggests ways to enhance and bring
great success to our nation and all multiethnic societies by magnifying America's incredible strengths instead of her historical weaknesses.
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Dr. Ben Carson is a bestselling author, the former Secretary of Housing and Urban Development, a 2016 Republican presidential
candidate and the former director of Pediatric Neurosurgery at Johns Hopkins. He is also the recipient of the Presidential Medal of
Freedom, the highest civilian honor in the land, and he holds more than 70 honorary doctorate degrees.
Candy Carson is the New York Times best-selling coauthor of America the Beautiful, One Nation, One Vote and A More Perfect Union, all
written with her husband. She is a graduate of Yale, has an MBA from Johns Hopkins, and is a cofounder of the Carson Scholars Fund. A
talented musician, she has arranged and conducted for several groups. She and Dr. Carson now live in Florida and have three adult sons,
three daughters-in-law, and eight grandchildren.

DEFEATING BIG GOVERNMENT SOCIALISM
Saving America’s Future

Newt Gingrich
Bestselling author and former Speaker Newt Gingrich reveals how Big Government
Socialism is crippling America -- and offers strategies and insights for everyday citizens
to overcome its influence.
In communities across our country, Americans are debating Critical Race Theory, vaccine mandates, tax increases, rising inflation, online
censorship, and a host of other important issues.
We have serious decisions to make about the future of our nation. Do we want big government, or limited government? Do we want to
work hard and keep what we earn, or do we want government to decide how our money is spent? Do we want our children to learn how to
think in school, or be told what to think? Do we want to make our own decisions about health care, or should the federal government
dictate our treatments? Should American companies compete on a level playing field, or should Washington decide who wins and loses?
Speaker Gingrich analyzes these questions, describes the polling that shows what the American Majority wants, and illustrates how we can
create a safer, more prosperous, and secure future for America.
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In Defeating Big Government Socialism, Gingrich explains how Americans can reject the values of Big Government Socialists who have
taken over the modern Democratic Party, big business, news media, entertainment, and academia. He lays out a roadmap to save America’s
future and ensure it remains the greatest nation on earth.
Newt Gingrich is a former Speaker of the U.S. House of Representatives and 2012 presidential candidate. He is Chairman of Gingrich
360, a multimedia production and consulting company based in Arlington, Virginia. He is also a Fox News contributor and author of 42
books, including Beyond Biden and many New York Times Best Sellers. He lives in McLean, Virginia, with his wife Callista L. Gingrich,
former U.S. Ambassador to the Holy See and CEO of Gingrich 360.

BEYOND BIDEN
Rebuilding the America We Love
Newt Gingrich
Bestselling author Newt Gingrich exposes the anti-American forces that have grown so
large and so aggressive in their quest for power.
Bestselling author Newt Gingrich exposes the anti-American forces that have grown so large and so aggressive in their quest for power.
The struggle between the defenders of America as an exceptional nation and the forces of anti-Americanism is reaching a fever pitch.
These forces have grown so large, so well-financed, so entrenched and aggressive that they must be studied closely and understood
completely if America is to survive this imminent civil war.
In Beyond Biden: The Path Back to a Triumphant America, bestselling author Newt Gingrich brings together the various strands of the
movement seeking to destroy true, historic American values and replace this country with one that’s imposed on us by the combined power
of government and social acceptance.
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Newt Gingrich is a former Speaker of the U.S. House of Representatives and 2012 presidential candidate. He is Chairman of Gingrich
360, a multimedia production and consulting company based in Arlington, Virginia. He is also a Fox News contributor and author of 41
books, including New York Times best sellers, Understanding Trump, Trump’s America, Trump vs. China, and Trump and the American
Future. He lives in McLean, Virginia, with his wife Callista L. Gingrich, former U.S. Ambassador to the Holy See.

UNCOVERED
How the Media Chose Coziness with Power Over Closeness to the People
and Lost the Country

Steve Krakauer
America’s news media has moved farther away from the people than ever before.
Cover Not Yet Available

The fourth estate is supposed to be a conduit to the people and a check on power. Instead, we have a bunch of geographically isolated,
introspection-free, cozy-with-power, egomaniacal journalists thirsty for elite approval.
This is a major problem. And no one articulates these problems better than Steve Krakauer, one of America’s sharpest media critics.
In Uncovered, Krakauer gives readers an extended peek behind the curtain of the media mess in America today. The book dives deep into
some of the most important and egregious examples of the elite censorship collusion racket, like how tech suppression and media fear led
to the New York Post-Hunter Biden email debacle before the 2020 election.
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This is not an “I hate the media” book. Rather, it’s the opposite. A former CNN producer and journalist for national outlets who appears
regularly on news shows, Krakauer loves the media and wants it to be better.
In Uncovered, Krakauer delivers a rational, non-political, critical look at the news industry in America. It’s Krakauer’s hope that the media
can overcome these destructive tendencies and regain trust with the public again.
Steve Krakauer is a prominent media critic who has worked at CNN, Fox News, NBC and TheBlaze. He authors the Fourth Watch media
newsletter and is the executive producer of The Megyn Kelly Show. He first covered the media as a TV blogger then senior editor at
TVNewser and Mediaite, where he was a founding editor.

WITNESS TO DIGNITY
The Life and Faith of George H.W. and Barbara Bush

Russell Levenson, Jr., foreword by Jeb Bush
This is the personal and eye-witness account of the character, integrity, service, faith and dignity of
former President George H.W. Bush and first lady Barbara Bush by their priest, pastor and friend.
George and Barbara Bush belonged to and were active members of St. Martin’s Episcopal Church in Houston for more than 50 years. The
rector of that church, Reverend Russell Jones Levenson, Jr. was a witness to the dignity of the Bushes for more than eleven years until the
days of their deaths.
With never-before shared correspondence, experiences, and stories between Levenson and the Bushes, this book offers new insight into
their wit and wisdom; their commitment to family and friends; their tireless desire to bless the lives of others; and their steadfast loyalty to
their Church, their faith and their God.
Above all else, this book offers how powerful it is when world leaders are humbled before the Power that rests above all powers.
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Reverend Russell J. Levenson, Jr. lives in Houston, Texas, where he has served as Rector of St. Martin’s Episcopal Church since 2007.
With nearly 10,000 members, St. Martin’s is the largest Episcopal Church in North America. Levenson co-officiated and offered a homily
at the state funeral for President George H.W. Bush in Washington, D.C. and in Houston. He also officiated and preached at the funeral for
First Lady Barbara Bush in Houston. Levenson has been ordained for 30 years and is the author of several devotional books.

QUALIFIED
Finding Your Voice, Leading with Character, and Empowering Others

Mia Love
Mia Love, the first Black Republican congresswoman in America, shows readers how to own their
stories, find their voices, and lead with character as they empower others to do the same.
Cover Not Yet Available

For so long, women—and Black women in particular—have been taught that they must have a stellar background, the highest degree of
education, and the strongest resumé imaginable to earn their place in a society historically dominated by white men. As a result, women
have found themselves plagued with anxiety and self-doubt and have felt constricted by this limiting belief of qualification by achievement
and the necessity of sporting a flawless track record. These false assumptions have discouraged women from pursuing positions of power
and influence for the betterment of their communities, leading to underrepresentation in our institutions and the tragedy of wasted
potential. But it doesn’t have to be this way.
Mia Love, the first Black Republican woman elected to Congress, has devoted her entire life to defeating illusive boundaries and
redefining the meaning of “qualified.” The daughter of immigrant parents who sacrificed everything to embrace the American Dream,
Love learned that she had something unique and valuable that she could give back to her country—her voice. And now she wants to
empower others to do the same.
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For years, Love faced intense scrutiny and fielded questions regarding her political party affiliation, her desire to run for office, and her
commitment to championing conservative values. In Qualified, Love explains her answers to these questions by taking readers through her
journey from election to her local city council, leading as mayor of Saratoga Springs, and making history in the U.S. House of
Representatives serving Utah’s 4th Congressional District from 2015–2019. Her story showcases how we can stay true to our integrity,
fearlessly voice our values despite fervent opposition, and begin again after every failure and setback.
Mia Love became the first Black Republican woman to be elected to Congress in 2014. She served as the U.S. Representative for Utah’s
4th Congressional District from 2015–2019. She served on the House Financial Services Committee, the Congressional Black Caucus, the
Select Investigative Panel on Planned Parenthood, the Congressional Western Caucus, and the Climate Solutions Caucus. In 2009, she was
elected mayor of Saratoga Springs, becoming the first African American woman elected mayor in the state of Utah. Love’s political
journey led her to speak at the 2012 Republican National Convention and see much change take place in Congress. Love is now working
for CNN as a political commentator, and she is still determined to use her voice and push for Republican policy.

MASTER WHAT MATTERS
12 Value Choices to Help You Win At Life

John C. Maxwell
How Can You Win at Life?
We spend so much time agonizing over mistakes and actions in our past and planning for the future that so many of us fail to take the time
to appreciate today. But today, says internationally-bestselling leadership expert John C. Maxwell, is the most important day there is, and
that if we take charge of each day, we can become better in all areas of our life.
In Master What Matters, Maxwell walks readers through fourteen daily disciplines that will set you on the right path toward taking charge
of your time. He talks about how making deliberate choices—about your attitude, your health, your priorities, your finances, your
relationships, and your values, among others—can lead to growth and improvement in your life, day by day.
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About Maxwell Moments
Maxwell Moments is an innovative new line of derivative books unlike any other Maxwell books in the marketplace. They will look and
feel fresh, appealing to a younger and more innovative audience while delivering the time-tested Maxwell message of hope, personal
growth, leadership development, and success.
Titles in the Maxwell Moments series will be single-concept books in a creative format, chock full of wisdom, insight, and inspiration.
Each will contain the essence of one of John’s messages, divided into short chapters to be savored in small bites, read in a single sitting,
given as gifts, and used as mentoring tools.
John C. Maxwell is a #1 New York Times bestselling author, speaker, coach, and leader who has sold more than 34 million books. He has
been called the #1 leader in business and the world’s most influential leadership expert. His organizations—the John Maxwell Company,
the John Maxwell Team, EQUIP, and the John Maxwell Leadership Foundation—have trained millions of leaders from every nation. Visit
JohnMaxwell.com for more information.

OUTTHINK THE COMPETITION
11 Practices for Gaining the Edge in Business and Life

John C. Maxwell
How Can You Get an Edge in a Competitive World?
To be successful, you need to learn to think better. Outthink the Competition will help you develop new mental habits that will allow you to
act smarter, faster, and better than your competitors by teaching you new ways to approach problems in business and in life.
In Outthink the Competition, Maxwell details the impact and practical value of 11 kinds of thinking—including reflective, shared, creative,
unselfish and big-picture—and weaves them in with practical, real-world advice. He advises readers how to discover their gifts through
focused thinking, ways to break down complex issues with strategic thinking, and how to understand the value of examining the worstcase scenario through realistic thinking.
Woven throughout the text is creative typography that allows allow readers to interact with the core message in new and interactive ways.
Maxwell doesn’t try to tell you what to think; instead, he shows you how to better use your most valuable asset—your mind.
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Outthink the Competition will entertain, inspire, and teach new mental habits that will propel you to greater success in business and in life.
About Maxwell Moments
Maxwell Moments is an innovative new line of derivative books unlike any other Maxwell books in the marketplace. They will look and
feel fresh, appealing to a younger and more innovative audience while delivering the time-tested Maxwell message of hope, personal
growth, leadership development, and success.
Titles in the Maxwell Moments series will be single-concept books in a creative format, chock full of wisdom, insight, and inspiration.
Each will contain the essence of one of John’s messages, divided into short chapters to be savored in small bites, read in a single sitting,
given as gifts, and used as mentoring tools.
John C. Maxwell is a #1 New York Times bestselling author, speaker, coach, and leader who has sold more than 34 million books. He has
been called the #1 leader in business and the world’s most influential leadership expert. His organizations—the John Maxwell Company,
the John Maxwell Team, EQUIP, and the John Maxwell Leadership Foundation—have trained millions of leaders from every nation. Visit
JohnMaxwell.com for more information.

THE INFLUENCE FORMULA
4 Steps to Help You Lead Anyone

John C. Maxwell
You don’t have to be in leadership to lead.
Cover Not Yet Available

Having a title is one thing. Having influence is something else entirely. In this book, International leadership expert John C. Maxwell
shows you how to guide, sway, persuade, and impact those around you. Using the tools and lessons in this book, you’ll be equipped to
shape decisions and grow into the kind of leader people want to follow.
Great leaders are not born. Great leaders learn how to influence and inspire others. The Influence Formula shows you how.
About Maxwell Moments
Maxwell Moments is an innovative new line of derivative books unlike any other Maxwell books in the marketplace. They will look and
feel fresh, appealing to a younger and more innovative audience while delivering the time-tested Maxwell message of hope, personal
growth, leadership development, and success.
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Titles in the Maxwell Moments series will be single-concept books in a creative format, chock full of wisdom, insight, and inspiration.
Each will contain the essence of one of John’s messages, divided into short chapters to be savored in small bites, read in a single sitting,
given as gifts, and used as mentoring tools.
John C. Maxwell is a #1 New York Times bestselling author, speaker, coach, and leader who has sold more than 34 million books. He has
been called the #1 leader in business and the world’s most influential leadership expert. His organizations—the John Maxwell Company,
the John Maxwell Team, EQUIP, and the John Maxwell Leadership Foundation—have trained millions of leaders from every nation. Visit
JohnMaxwell.com for more information.

THE UNSTOPPABLE YOU
7 Ways to Tap into Your Potential for Success

John C. Maxwell
The only thing holding you back is your belief in your own limits.
Cover Not Yet Available

You have the potential to achieve incredibly more than you have ever dared imagine. All you have to do is look beyond what others say is
possible.
Unfortunately, most of us are much more comfortable defining what we perceive as off limits rather than what's really possible. Could it be
that many of us have failed to expand our potential because we have allowed what we perceive as capacity to define us? What if our limits
are not really our limits?
In The Unstoppable You, #1 New York Times bestselling author John C. Maxwell helps readers envision their goals and inspires them to
strive for the things they believe are out of reach. He gives seven time-tested tricks for extending beyond the expected and reminds them
that they do have the power to change their world.
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John C. Maxwell is a #1 New York Times bestselling author, speaker, coach, and leader who has sold more than 34 million books. He has
been called the #1 leader in business and the world’s most influential leadership expert. His organizations—the John Maxwell Company,
the John Maxwell Team, EQUIP, and the John Maxwell Leadership Foundation—have trained millions of leaders from every nation. Visit
JohnMaxwell.com for more information.

SOLDIER SECRETARY
Warnings From the Battlefield & the Pentagon about America’s Most
Dangerous Enemies

Christopher C. Miller with Ted Royer
President Trump’s last secretary of defense shares harrowing stories of missions in Iraq and
Afghanistan, gives an insider look at the tumultuous final days of the Trump administration, and
issues a stark warning about the readiness of the military under President Biden.
If you know one thing about Chris Miller, it's that he was President Donald Trump’s final Secretary of Defense, elevated to that position in the days after
the 2020 election. If you know a second thing about Chris Miller, it’s that he oversaw the U.S. Armed Forces during one of the most controversial and
tumultuous periods the military has experienced in decades, culminating in the shocking events at the U.S. Capitol on January 6, 2021. Yet Chris Miller
is no political partisan. On the contrary, Miller has spent his adult life in the crosshairs of America’s most dangerous enemies--from Middle Eastern
deserts to the bowels of U.S. intelligence agencies--and emerged as one of the leading national security minds of his generation.
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Needless to say, Chris Miller has stories to tell. In Soldier Secretary, he reveals for the first time everything he saw--in a book that is candid, thoughtprovoking, and like that of no Secretary of Defense before him. This book is not just the inside story of what happened during the Trump administration-it’s the inside story of what happened to America, its military, and its institutions during the two decades after September 11, 2001.
Part badass, part iconoclast, Miller is an irreverent, heterodox, and always-fascinating thinker whose personal journey through war and the White House
has led him to some shocking conclusions about the state of American power in 2021. With a perspective that will surprise and interest both Republicans
and Democrats, Miller argues for a radical rethinking of U.S. national security strategy unlike anything since the creation of the joint armed forces in the
1980s. He offers a roadmap for how the United States can win in the era of unrestricted warfare by shedding the bloated defense bureaucracy, bringing
American forces home from endless conflicts, renewing our national unity, and beating China at its own game.
Miller is a true American warrior whose incredible journey from Iowa to Afghanistan to Iraq to the White House endeared him to the troops, prepared
him for the unprecedented crisis of January 6, and left him deeply concerned about the future of our military and the future of our nation.
Christopher C. Miller served as Acting Secretary of Defense under President Donald Trump. A former Special Forces Commander and a proud Green
Beret, Miller was the first of his generation -- the generation that fought our nation's enemy's face-to-face in the streets of Baghdad and the mountains of
Afghanistan -- to serve as a Cabinet official responsible for America's security. Prior to his appointment as Acting Secretary of Defense, the Senate
unanimously confirmed Miller on August 6, 2020 as the Director of the National Counterterrorism Center, where he was responsible for defending the
nation from terrorist attacks.

BROKEN NEWS
Why the Media Rage Machine Divides America and How to Fight Back

Chris Stirewalt
Former Fox News political editor Chris Stirewalt reveals how news organizations have succumbed
to the temptation of “rage revenue” through slanted coverage that drives political division and
rewards outrageous conduct.
Rage revenue-addicted news companies are plagued by shoddy reporting, sensationalism, groupthink, and brain-dead partisan tribalism.
Newsrooms rely on emotion-driven blabber to entrance conflict-addled super users.
In Broken News, Chris Stirewalt, celebrated as one of America’s sharpest political analysts in print and on television, employs his
trademark wit and insight to give readers an inside look at these problems. He explains that these companies don’t reward bad journalism
because they like it, but because it is easy and profitable.
Take it from Stirewalt: As a top editor and election forecaster on Fox News’ decision desk during the 2020 election, he knows firsthand
what happens when viewers (including the president of the United States) become more accustomed to flattery and less willing to hear
news that punctures their bubbles.
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Broken News is a fascinating, deeply researched, conversation-provoking study of how the news is made and how it must be repaired, with
surprising takeaways about who’s to blame. Stirewalt goes deep inside the history of the industry to explain how today’s media divides
America for profit. And he offers practical advice for how everyday readers, listeners and viewers can (and should) become better news
consumers for the sake of the republic.
This is a book for those who care about our country -- and want the news to do the news again.
Chris Stirewalt is a political columnist, author and former political editor for the Fox News Channel, where he served on the election
night decision desk, helped coordinate political coverage across the network, and frequently provided on-air analysis. He is a senior fellow
at the American Enterprise Institute (AEI), where he focuses on American politics, public opinion, and the media. He is a contributing
editor and columnist for The Dispatch and co-hosts a media criticism podcast, Ink Stained Wretches. He is the author of Every Man a King:
A Short, Colorful History of American Populists (Twelve Books, 2018), in which he looks at American populism through the lives of seven
famous populists.

PANDORA’S GAMBLE
Lab Leaks and a World at Risk

Alison Young

Cover Not Yet Available

We may never know for sure whether the COVID-19 pandemic started in a lab in Wuhan,
China. But investigative journalist Alison Young reveals how the proliferation of high-containment
labs worldwide is increasing the risk of future catastrophic accidents.
In Pandora’s Gamble, Alison Young details the shocking safety failures at government, academic, and private labs all across the United
States and the world, exposing the lax system of oversight that allows dangerous lab practices to put us all at risk.
Using gripping narrative, Young warns us that the consequences could be devastating as researchers try to anticipate what might cause the
next pandemic: What if mishaps occur at one of the growing number of labs that are purposely engineering viruses to be deadlier and
easier to spread than what’s found in nature?
That’s why all of us have a stake in what is happening in these labs.
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In Pandora’s Gamble, Young provides a blueprint for how to fix the system and arm the public and policymakers – in the U.S. and around
the world -- with critical information and authority to hold scientists, lab operators and regulators accountable.
Alison Young is a veteran journalist who has worked as a reporter and editor for national and regional news organizations, including the
Detroit Free Press, The Atlanta Journal-Constitution, The Arizona Republic, Dallas Times Herald, Knight Ridder’s Washington Bureau,
and USA Today. While at The Atlanta Journal-Constitution, Young was the nation’s only reporter covering the CDC full time. In August
2019, Young joined the faculty of the University of Missouri School of Journalism, where she helps train the next generation of journalists.

Recently Published

LONGSHOT
The Inside Story of the Race for a COVID-19 Vaccine
David Heath
The story of how Barney Graham, the NIH Vaccine Research Center’s deputy director,
revolutionized the process for creating a vaccine for COVID-19 using his home
computer to decode the virus.
This is the story of what it took to create a coronavirus vaccine in record time – a feat that will likely eclipse the importance of Jonas
Salk’s polio vaccine in medical history.
Barney Graham is not a household name, but it should be. Before the morning of January 11, 2020, when he learned about a novel
coronavirus that had appeared in Wuhan, China, Graham was working on a vaccine for an obscure disease called Nipah, a brutal illness
that had broken out in India in 2018. His mission, as he saw it, was to prove that the United States government could, if it absolutely
needed to, produce a vaccine fast enough to stop a pandemic.
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In What Doesn't Kill Us, journalist David Heath writes the story of how circumstances conspired to put Graham’s theory to the test. The
book will narrate the race to create a vaccine for COVID-19 from the day the virus first appeared to the intense final stages of the vaccine’s
development. The author draws on hundreds of hours of interviews with key players in the story, describing how the race to create the
vaccine sparked a revolution in medical science.
David Heath is an award-winning investigative journalist. He has worked at several news organizations, including CNN, USA Today, and
the Center for Public Integrity. His work has helped to change policies and laws and has even led to criminal indictments. His articles have
exposed illegal insider trading in drug research, questionable medical research, and the political influence used to derail tougher toxicchemical standards. His work has appeared on PBS Frontline, PBS NewsHour, the CBS Evening News, the Huffington Post, The Atlantic,
Time, Newsweek, the Daily Beast, Vice News, Scientific American and Mother Jones. He has won more than two dozen national journalism
awards, including the Goldsmith, the Gerald Loeb and George Polk. His work with others has been nominated for a national Emmy and he
has been a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize three times. He lives in Bethesda, Maryland.

HOW THE FORCE CAN FIX THE WORLD
Lessons on Life, Liberty, and Happiness from a Galaxy Far, Far Away

Stephen Kent
Stephen Kent, host of the Beltway Banthas podcast, looks to the Star Wars universe for
answers to our most urgent political questions.
From widespread unemployment and mounting international hostilities to street fights in American cities between socialists and fascists,
we are being swept backward in time to the political chaos of the 1930s.
Author Stephen Kent has found an unlikely source of timeless wisdom, which is what we crave in this moment. The best part is, it’s been
right under our noses the whole time: Star Wars.
What if we looked to Star Wars for more than just escapist entertainment? How the Force Can Fix the World: Lessons on Hope and Unity
From a Galaxy Far, Far Away is about the core principles of the Star Wars franchise. These principles draw on four decades of blockbuster
movies, comics, TV shows, books, and live entertainment that together form an exceptional arena of popular culture with universal appeal.
Sitting at the intersection of political philosophy, self-help, and pop culture, these Star Wars principles, if applied to our lives, can improve
our personal well-being, and our broken politics as well.
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Stephen Kent is the creator of the Beltway Banthas Star Wars & politics podcast and host of Right Now with Stephen Kent, a libertarian
YouTube show on the Rightly network. He is a contributor to the Washington Examiner and has been featured in USA Today, The
Federalist, Vanity Fair, The Daily Beast, Vox, and the Washington Post for entertainment and political news stories, and has been a guest
on Fox Business, The Glenn Beck Program, and Al Jazeera English.

LEADING IN TOUGH TIMES
Overcome Even the Greatest Challenges with Courage and Confidence

John C. Maxwell
Challenging times will come, but great leaders know how to lead their teams through
them to come out even stronger.
Learn how to lead well and grow your team amidst challenges and tough times.
Great leaders will face challenges. Markets will collapse; pandemics will come; people will always provide new and interesting ways to
makes things difficult. But leaders must achieve results and build a team that produces, even when you are faced with difficult
circumstances.
This all-new book from John Maxwell, created using content from several of his previous bestselling titles, is the ultimate guide to helping
your team survive and even thrive when the unexpected happens. Maxwell helps leaders identify their team's main challenges, take stock
of their liabilities, understand what they can control, and use challenges as opportunities to rethink the way they do things. He ultimately
gives leaders the tools to grow their teams in the midst of difficult times.
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Using humor, in-depth insight, and examples, internationally recognized leadership expert John C. Maxwell reassures leaders that they can
still lead well and help people develop the skills they need to become great leaders, even when times are tough.
John C. Maxwell a #1 New York Times bestselling author, coach, and speaker who has sold more than 33 million books in more than fifty
languages. He has been identified as the #1 leader in business by the American Management Association® and the most influential
leadership expert in the world by Business Insider and Inc. magazine. He is the founder of the John Maxwell Company, the John Maxwell
Team, EQUIP, and the John Maxwell Leadership Foundation, organizations that have trained millions of leaders from every country of the
world. A recipient of the Horatio Alger Award, as well as the Mother Teresa Prize for Global Peace and Leadership from the Luminary
Leadership Network, Dr. Maxwell speaks each year to Fortune 500 companies, presidents of nations, and many of the world’s top business
leaders.
Rights sold: Greek/ Kleidarithmos, Indonesian/ Menuju Insan Cemerlang, Polish/ Logos, Portuguese-Brazil/ Bello, Romanian/
Amaltea, Serbian/ Data Status, Vietnamese/ Alpha Books

WOKE, INC.
Inside Corporate America’s Social Justice Scam
Vivek Ramaswamy
A young entrepreneur makes the case that politics has no place in business, and sets out
a new vision for the future of American capitalism.
There’s a new invisible force at work in our economic and cultural lives. It affects every advertisement we see and every product we buy,
from our morning coffee to a new pair of shoes. “Stakeholder capitalism” makes rosy promises of a better, more diverse, environmentallyfriendly world, but in reality this ideology championed by America’s business and political leaders robs us of our money, our voice, and
our identity.
Vivek Ramaswamy is a traitor to his class. He’s founded multibillion-dollar enterprises, led a biotech company as CEO, he became a hedge
fund partner in his 20s, trained as a scientist at Harvard and a lawyer at Yale, and grew up the child of immigrants in a small town in Ohio.
Now he takes us behind the scenes into corporate boardrooms and five-star conferences, into Ivy League classrooms and secretive
nonprofits, to reveal the defining scam of our century.
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The modern woke-industrial complex divides us as a people. By mixing morality with consumerism, America’s elites prey on our
innermost insecurities about who we really are. They sell us cheap social causes and skin-deep identities to satisfy our hunger for a cause
and our search for meaning, at a moment when we as Americans lack both.
This book not only rips back the curtain on the new corporatist agenda, it offers a better way forward. America’s elites may want to sort us
into demographic boxes, but we don’t have to stay there. Woke, Inc. begins as a critique of stakeholder capitalism and ends with an
exploration of what it means to be an American in 2021--a journey that begins with cynicism and ends with hope.
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HOW TO WIN FRIENDS AND INFLUENCE ENEMIES
Taking On Liberal Arguments with Logic and Humor
Will Witt
Political commentator and media personality Will Witt gives young conservatives the
ammunition they need to fight back against the liberal media.
Popular culture in America today is dominated by the left. Most young people have never even heard of conservative values from someone
their age, and if they do, the message is often bland and outdated. Almost every Hollywood actor, musician, media personality, and role
model for young people in America rejects conservative values, and gen Zs and millennials are quick to regurgitate these viewpoints
without developing their own opinions on issues.
In How to Win Friends and Influence Enemies, political commentator and media personality Will Witt will give young conservatives the
ammunition they need to fight back.
So many young people in America want to stand up for their beliefs in their classrooms, at their jobs, with their friends, or on social media,
but they don’t have the tools to do so. Will Witt arms Gen Zs and millennials with the knowledge and skills to combat the leftist narrative
they hear every day.
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Will Witt is a media personality, national speaker, short film director, cultural commentator, and host of the show Will Witt Live on
PragerU. A college dropout, Will Witt moved to Los Angeles to pursue a career in media and politics. In the span of a year and a half, Will
Witt has amassed over five hundred million views of his online videos and is one of the most viewed conservative media personalities in
America. Will Witt’s first mini documentary, Fleeing California, has been viewed over seven million times. He has made frequent
appearances on Fox News, The Daily Wire, and Blaze Media. He was featured on the cover of the New York Times, which discussed the
massive impact he and PragerU have had on America. He lives in Los Angeles.

